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Then I had a fair number [of students]...including of course the substantial number of wage
earners one discovers, who at the third or fourth meeting produce their novel or autobiogra-
phy, short stories or poems.2

[Y]ou must improve academic standards, you must get written work, there must be no
crossing of subject boundaries.3

Williams’s experiences in convincing universities that he was “trying to create
new standards of a different kind of work” differ little from what is involved in
assessing recognition of prior learning (RPL)4 applications based on uncredentialled
learning.5 Specific workplace projects and various non-assessed professional devel-
opment activities have replaced “novels, autobiographies, short stories and poems”
but they are still presented mostly not consistent with academic definitions of
“written work” and often requiring that “subject boundaries” be crossed. Personal
experience can never be completely described with words and it rarely happens in
the neat and arbitrary packages that university learning gets presented. On what basis
and what is involved in granting academic credit and/or exemptions for these
personal achievements are the two main themes addressed here.

When an RPL application based on uncredentialled learning is made, the central
issue is whether the applicant’s previous experience(s)6 resulted in learning that can
be accepted as being equivalent to some specific and hoped-for learning that the
university would normally require of students.

The board may credit a candidate with a subject...on the basis of work experience which
would have an educational value equivalent to the completion of that subject — Monash
University, Faculty of Law.7

Credit may be granted for...in-house programs offered by industry and for significant
learning acquired through employment or other experience, provided that such units or in-
house programs or significant learning...are of equivalent standard to units offered at the
University — University of New England.8

RPL is a form of assessing learning and as such is replete with many of the general
issues and problems inherent to assessing learning, for example, validity, reliability
and what counts as evidence of learning. However, RPL applications based on
uncredentialled learning raise some particularly difficult philosophical matters, not
the least of which is when is learning equivalent.

“EQUIVALENCE”
One technical definition of “equivalence” is that it is a term which signifies that

two propositions are so related that one is true if and only if the other is true.9 On this
definition the propositions 7+3=10 and 8+2=10 are equivalent if it is not possible to
hold that 7+3=10 is true without 8+2=10 being true and vice versa.

The claim that these two propositions are equivalent will be acceptable to most
readers of this paper because of shared understandings regarding the numbers and
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symbols in them. The propositions would be considered equivalent because we
assign particular and shared meanings about size and order to “2,” “3,” “7,” “8,”
“10,” about relation to “+” and “=” and assume that these meanings hold for both
propositions. While such a technical definition of “equivalence” appears appropri-
ate for tightly constructed languages like mathematics, how does it fare with
ordinary language, the language that RPL applications are made in?

On first blush the definition seems not too far removed from ordinary language
as it represents what I would consider one non-technical use of “equivalence”: One
thing is equivalent to another when it leads to the same thing, has the same results
or consequence(s).10 In the same way that “7+3” is non-technically equivalent11 to
“8+2” so too are the formal contributions required for a Ph.D. (for example, a
dissertation) equivalent to the “informal” achievements recognized in the bestowing
of an honorary doctorate (for example, for political leadership).12 In the former case
7+3 and 8+2 lead to the same result — 10. In the latter case a dissertation and political
leadership contribute towards the same consequence — a Ph.D.

But assessing RPL applications, especially those based on uncredentialled
learning, is much more complex than adopting a particular definition of “equiva-
lence” and then applying it to certain evidence — experiential and/or literal — in
order to judge whether academic credit and/or exemptions can be given or not. Much
of this complexity is due to the fact that whereas the mathematical example
previously provided to explain one technical definition of “equivalence” hinges on
common shared assumptions and meaning assignments, more often than not
“equivalence” between uncredentialled learning and any identified academic re-
quirements has to be constructed. RPL is often a site for meaning assigning. And a
“meaning assignment to a language depends upon the environment of the language
users and upon their perspective in that environment.”13

Getting agreement on equivalence depends on purpose and inevitably, univer-
sity staff will have varied views on the purpose of RPL and any activities associated
with it. Definitions in use then are often both limited by and dependent on the hard
realities inherent to interacting and communicating with people in specific contexts
for particular purposes. Even “equivalence” as same result or consequence will be
bound up with levels of interest in, and valuations of, the result or consequences. In
other words, questions and answers of meaning are immersed in site-specific politics
and purposes, inextricable from other personal assumptions, beliefs, and motives.

I will now expand on this view by arguing that individual professional
judgments concerning equivalence are the result of complex and fluid translations
of the applicant’s experience into learning and the interpretation of the specific
academic requirements that RPL is being claimed against. That whether a specific
claim of equivalence is successful or not is primarily dependent on how well the
translation of the applicant’s personal experience into learning and the interpretation
of specific academic requirements are accepted by the institution and its
representative(s) who have some interest/stake in RPL and its implications. Hence,
“equivalence” becomes a floating focal point that moves between these acts of
translation and interpretation and always in the context of associated individual,
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sometimes stable and sometimes temporary, assumptions, beliefs and values that are
in some way relevant to RPL. That is, those concerning the role and purpose of
universities; what counts as university standard learning; under what conditions this
can occur; who should this learning be for; what can be accepted to confirm that such
learning has occurred?

RPL JUDGMENTS AND TRANSLATION

Assessing RPL applications based on uncredentialled learning is not about
assessing experience per se, but assessing the learning gained from experience.
Assessing personal experience for evidence of any learning is also different from
“experiential learning.” Assessing RPL applications based on uncredentialled
learning frequently does not involve gaining “access to prior learning experience”14

because there was no “planned activity for learning.”15 It is about determining
whether any relevant learning occurred at all in some specific personal experience;
a personal experience where learning was neither intended or planned.

One place to start then in assessing RPL applications of this kind is to try and
establish what learning occurred inherent to the personal experiences presented as
the basis of the application. However, experience does not always make any learning
self-evident. Sometimes we learn things in and from experience that we did not know
we had. Sometimes, with hindsight, we “read back” into experience and find
learning that was apparently not there before. Like changes to familiar songs and
movies after reading reviews of them, new analyses of personal experience may
result in learning that up until then remained un-named.

Determining whether learning occurred within the experience itself or because
of new perspectives placed on that experience is an impossible task. Rather than
attempting to take on such a task, professional judgments of equivalence are better
understood by accepting that the assessment of someone’s personal experience for
evidence of any learning is an act of translation. That the applicant’s experience must
be considered as a text that is simultaneously written (the applicant’s own story) and
yet to be written (the story that university staff will tell of the applicant’s experience).

Translation always involves two texts — the source text and the target text that
the translation is to be heard in — and this is no less the case for RPL applications.
For instance, in one scenario the applicant’s previous experience can be considered
as the source text where its translation into learning becomes the “(con)version of
a text”16 compared against the target text — the identified academic requirements
that RPL is being claimed against. Eventually, a third text is created; the applicant’s
experience couched in mostly academic discourse terms relative to the identified
academic requirements. This third text then forms the basis for the university to
confer any academic credit and/or exemptions.17

Conceiving of assessing personal experience for evidence of prior learning as
translation draws attention to how difficult professional judgments of equivalence
can be, and especially so for university educators who act as RPL assessors. RPL has
been and is likely to continue to be attractive to adult students (adults have plenty
of personal experience to draw on) and RPL is increasingly being used by some
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universities to attract them. However, there is a tension here for those university
educators working with such adult students. If they are to act consistent with what
is claimed to be fundamental to adult education — promoting the learner’s self-
directedness18 — then they should stand back and encourage the applicant to be
primarily responsible for this translation of their prior experience into learning. On
the other hand, such staff could help applicants better prepare their RPL application
because of their “inside” knowledge of university traditions, conventions and
discourses.

The issue of who shall perform such translation highlights that those university
educators who get involved in assessing RPL applications enter an ethical minefield.
“The ethics of translation is an ethics of responsibility”19 and the translation inherent
to RPL based on uncredentialled learning signifies conflicting responsibilities:
Should such educators speak for applicants or encourage them to speak for
themselves? While educators in general have a moral obligation to promote the
autonomy of those in their care20 and this often requires them “naming the world”21

for themselves, in the case of RPL applications, educators practicing both these
could end up working against the applicant’s interests. Placing most of the respon-
sibility on the applicant to “name” their experience in terms of learning and
justifying any equivalence could well result in them giving up on the process
altogether. What was once a prospective student becomes one student less. Univer-
sity educators can find themselves in the unenviable situation of being able to help
applicants but doubting whether they should. “If anything, undecidability about who
is “really” speaking in the translator’s text re-doubles the bind the translator is in,
since it increases her/his responsibility to, as well as for, the other who is heard and
judged through her.”22

RPL JUDGMENTS AND INTERPRETATION

Within RPL contexts, professional judgments of equivalence are often about
equivalence (or not) between two often wildly different discourses mostly found
within the same language. But judgments of equivalence within the same language
are no less problematic because “No two historical epochs, no two social classes, no
two localities use words and syntax to signify exactly the same things, to send
identical signals of valuation and inference.”23

Yet while we might not signify “exactly the same things” with the words and syntax
we use, there must be some kind of close approximation if we are to communicate
with one another, get things done and remain sane. An applicant’s experience can
not be named just anything, be translated into any learning if well justified
professional judgments concerning equivalence are to be made.

The translation of personal experience into learning required for an RPL
application based on uncredentialled learning can be considered as one side of the
coin of semantic equivalence.24 A major limiting factor on this translation of the
personal experience into learning is the other side of the coin — the identified
academic requirements that RPL is being claimed against. So while there is one
focus on personal experience to determine if the claimed learning took place, there
is another on the identified academic requirements. These requirements have to be
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interpreted and interpretations, like translations, have a purpose and are not limit-
less. The act of interpretation may well be a work of the imagination25 but enacting
what can be imagined has to be balanced with contextual limitations and possibili-
ties. Interpretations of academic requirements are no different from translations in
that there are questions of transmission and tradition involved.26 The assessor is
“both bound and not bound by the constraints of the particular language-cultures
between which they work.”27

Professional judgments of equivalence then are as dependent on how specific
academic requirements get interpreted as the translation of the applicant’s personal
experience. Eventually both these become public acts as the RPL assessor has a
responsibility towards both who he or she is translating and a responsibility towards
those addressed by the translation. Even the most sympathetic translation of an
applicant’s experience and imaginative interpretation of specific academic require-
ments has to be presented and accepted by those communities that have both
contributed to and have a continuing investment in the “language-cultures” and
discourses that comprise and contribute towards any particular professional judg-
ment of equivalence. All those involved, including the assessor, will be variously
committed to maintaining these discourses (for their daily survival and sanity) and
changing discourses as new situations demand. A pro-active RPL assessor might
well work towards shifting and stretching these various discourses. A different
assessor might work towards shoring them up. RPL is a specific site then where it
is obvious that “[s]ome judgments detect a difference; some make a difference.
Some detect a similarity that already exists; others shape a resemblance where none
had existed.28

The complex professional judgments that can be inherent to assessing RPL
applications suggests to Thomson that RPL can hoist academics, specifically
teacher educators, by their own petard.29 It can force them to ask of themselves those
fundamental questions that they frequently ask their students to consider: What
counts as worthwhile learning; under what conditions this can occur; who should
this learning be for; what can be accepted to confirm that such learning has occurred?
A consequence of the coupling of RPL with competency-based and other “out-
comes” approaches to education and training may well serve as a vehicle for
university educators to (re)consider these questions, but while many conceptions in
use of “competence” are beginning to move away from behaviorist and reductive
ones30 the emphasis on “outcomes” remains. This is a double-edged sword for
university educators. On the one hand, it allows universities and staff to resist RPL
by increasing the specificity of academic requirements. This would reduce the
chances of a motor mechanic, say, gaining academic credit and/or exemptions for
his or her workplace enriched “critical thinking skills.” But on the other hand,
increasing the specificity of academic requirements might also limit the teaching
and learning activities inherent to the academic requirements that focused on critical
thinking skills and perhaps contribute to what Popham thought was inane — “[t]o
keep pruning the nature of the measured behavior so that we’re assessing ever more
trifling sorts of behavior.”31 A more univalent conception of “critical thinking skills”
would presumably allow for contextual flexibility in teaching and learning but then
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university educators would have to find alternative justifications for why RPL
applications from motor mechanics based on workplace enriched “critical thinking
skills” could not be accepted.

Universities could also resist RPL and the contributions that it might make to
improving equity and access by incorporating RPL into existing conventional and
traditional practices in ways that suit well established ends, often couched in terms
of “maintaining standards.” There are all kinds of standards in addition to academic
ones of course and the standards that are as likely to be maintained by universities
incorporating RPL thusly would include: That university standard learning should
occur in universities; this learning should be administered and overseen by someone
tertiary prepared for this; written submissions in academic discourse demonstrating
appropriate structure, syntax and academic cap-doffing is the best way of demon-
strating that university standard learning has occurred; generally, only those
possessing the right cultural capital are fit to acquire the rewards that university
learning can offer. And even when more “non-traditional” students are successful
with their RPL application they will have to be careful that once “inside” their rich
and varied learning from non formal sources will not become progressively
trivialized and discounted as they become increasingly proficient in academic
discourse(s). They will have to be on their guard that the university they are enrolled
with does not treat them like Williams believed the university treated the adult
learners he worked with: “Do you suffer from class-consciousness? Come to Oxford
and be cured.”32

CONCLUSION

Professional judgments of equivalence concerning RPL applications based on
uncredentialled learning are not simple linear processes where the identified
academic requirement(s) are “read off” against “named” personal experience or vice
versa. As Thomson asserts, it is not just a matter of treating each specific academic
requirement as a check list and [ticking] each one that is covered by [the applicant’s]
narrative and statements.33 However, this does not preclude that this may well
happen due to resistance to, or ignorance of, what good, informed and justified
professional judgments of equivalence demand.

Answering the question: When is learning equivalent? requires those involved
also asking what Kripke calls Wittgenstein’s second-order question: “What is the
role, and the utility, in our lives of our practice of asserting (or denying) the form of
words under these conditions.”34 Translations of experience into learning, interpre-
tations of specific academic requirements and professional judgments of equiva-
lence are informed by various “past facts” of all those involved because “judgments,
unlike skills, are minuscule versions of the persons who perform them...We are our
judgments and they are us.”35

Professional judgments of equivalence concerning RPL applications based on
uncredentialled learning are, if done well, complex and difficult judgments of
translation and interpretation. The translation of personal experience into learning
is always relative to interpretations of specific institutional academic requirements
and vice versa. The gap(s) and difference(s) between the discourses used to describe
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personal experience and specific academic requirements can be enormous and
therefore specific judgments of equivalence can be considered as various degrees of
denial or acceptance of a special case of Quine’s sameness of meaning, where both
compared expressions are verbally complex.36 Interpretations of the identified
academic requirement(s) and the applicant’s experience translated into learning are
constructed, presented and re-presented to create various degrees of “sameness of
meaning,” culminating in one that all parties involved must eventually accept in
order for the institution to grant any academic credit and/or exemptions. Both the
translation and interpretation are bounded by how far the results stand a chance of
being accepted by the university and its representatives who have some interest in
RPL and its consequences. RPL is a specific and concrete example of Foucault’s
“power/knowledge.”37 The naming of the applicant’s experience, the interpretation
of specific academic requirements and any final judgments of equivalence (includ-
ing lack of) can not be understood independent of the respective power possessed by
all those involved and the workplace politics of each unique site where such power
gets expressed.

Nonetheless, RPL could well serve as one specific means for allowing “pre-
cisely what has to be heard and valued if we are to learn from one another.”38 It could
act as a bridge that crosses “boundaries between discourses.”39 However, encourag-
ing the adoption of RPL in universities also puts those involved at the forefront of
institutional workplace politics and change and the personal discomfort this brings.
It also puts them in the thick of some very questionable philosophical matters that
may well explain and justify university resistance to RPL.
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